openSUSE 13.1 Release - action #906
openqa: fix stylesheet for smaller resolutions
23/10/2013 08:51 am - lnussel

Status: Resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: ancorgs
Category: QA
Target version: 13.1 RC2

Start date: 23/10/2013
Due date: 30/10/2013
% Done: 100%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Description
the openqa current results screen only fits on huge desktop resolutions. it's bad on laptops

History
#1 - 29/10/2013 01:37 pm - ancorgs
- Status changed from New to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Temporary removed the 'known issues' box, since we are not currently using it and removing it fixes the problem.